The purpose of plant functional genomics is to describe the patterns of gene expression and internal plant function underlying the ecological functions that sustain plant growth and reproduction. Plants function as integrated systems in which metabolic and developmental pathways draw on common resource pools and respond to a relatively small number of signal/response systems. Plants are also integrated with their environment, exchanging energy and matter with their surroundings and are consequently sensitive to changes in energy and resource fluxes. These two levels of integration complicate the description of gene function. Internal integration results in single genes often affecting multiple characteristics (pleiotropy) and interacting with multiple other genes (epistasis). Integration with the external environment leads to gene expression and the genes' phenotypic effects varying across environmental backgrounds (gene-environment interaction). An accurate description of the function of all genes requires an augmentation, already underway, of the study of isolated developmental and metabolic pathways to a more integrated approach involving the study of genetic effects across scales of variation usually regarded as the purview of ecological and evolutionary research. Since the evolution of gene function also depends on this complex of gene effects, progress in evolutionary genetics will also require understanding the nature of gene interactions and pleiotropy and the constraints and patterns they impose on adaptive evolution. Studying gene function in the context of the integrated organism is a major challenge, best met by developing co-ordinated research efforts in model systems. This review highlights natural variation in A. thaliana as a system for understanding integrated gene function in an ecological and evolutionary context. The current state of this research integration in A. thaliana is described by summarizing relevant approaches, current knowledge, and some potentially fruitful future studies. By introducing some of the fundamental questions of ecological and evolutionary research, experimental approaches and systems that can reveal new facets of gene function and gene effect are also described. A glossary is included in the Appendix.
INTRODUCTION
Functional genomics is greatly enriched when integrated with evolutionary genetics by enhanced use of natural variation in model systems such as Arabidopsis thaliana . Functional genomics has successfully identified functional roles for less than 10% of the 26 800 genes in the A. thaliana genome (Østergaard & Yanofsky 2004) . This has been accomplished largely by gene function knockout through laboratory mutagenesis, followed by observation of altered phenotypes associated with specific pathways under standard laboratory or greenhouse conditions (Fig. 1a) . Through observation of phenotypic variants associated with knockout mutants, together with clever use of a variety of molecular and classical genetic approaches, clues as to both the function and genomic location of the genes responsible for observed phenotypic variants can be gained. This process can ultimately lead to sequencing and cloning of the gene. This approach has focused largely on elucidating the genes involved in specific pathways thought to be of particularly high value. While the knockout mutants approach will remain an important, perhaps the most important, approach to gene discovery, additional approaches using natural variation are growing in their contribution. The use of natural variation is currently contributing to gene discovery, to fully describing the nature of gene function, to the understanding the genetic architecture of complex traits, and to understanding both internal integration of metabolism and development and integration of internal function with the external environment.
Despite the powerful knowledge gained from the laboratory study of specific pathways using knockout mutants, three observations point to looming limitations imposed by this approach. First, Bouché & Bouchez (2001) observe that a large proportion of known knockouts in A. thaliana have no obvious phenotypic effect. Mutagenic functional knockout of single genes therefore will not reveal the function for all genes. Second, the effect of a knockout on the phenotype can also be highly context-dependent, where both the genetic and environmental background can magnify or erase the effect. A third problem, resulting from the use of a limited range of phenotypic observations, is that a gene can have effects on multiple apparently unrelated characteristics. Many of these effects are indirect or well downstream from the pathway position of the gene product, calling for care in equating function with effect.
These three observations lead to the major foci of this paper: first, it is important to clarify the distinction between gene function and gene effect. Second, the effects of a single gene can be diverse and highly dependent on context. These complications of multiple effects and multiple dependencies are central areas of study in evolutionary and ecological genetics, and can greatly enhance our understanding of the integration of the phenotype and full function are elucidated through the comparison of genetic variants for loci controlling the trait of interest. Two sources of genetic variation are used to study of genetic architecture of complex phenotypes viewing the organism from the outside and attempting to derive the key attributes of the phenotype's genetic basis (forward genetics). (a) The traditional approach has been through the artificial generation of knockout mutations. This approach consists in comparing 'wild-type' and mutant lines differing in single genes (depicted in light brown). (b) In addition, spontaneous natural mutations influencing the trait can be found through the survey of natural variation. Genetically based differences in phenotype between two naturally occurring strains are multigenic, having arisen through the accumulation of multiple mutations through natural selection and genetic drift (these elements of the flow chart are delineated in green). Multi-generational crosses involving the two lines allow the identification of QTL (quantitative trait loci). This is followed by the identification of (some of the) the genes through NIL characterization and cloning. (c) Gene effects are typically dependent on both genetic and environmental backgrounds, indicated in blue and lavender. (d) Once the genes are identified, a refinement of the description of gene function is achieved by studying the phenotype from the inside out (reverse genetics). A more detailed examination of the identified gene's effects in the context of various genetic backgrounds can be accomplished through the insertion of the variant allele in a number of genetic backgrounds, indicated in darker brown. Quantification of the influence of environmental variation on gene effects can be accomplished by assaying those effects in a variety of natural and artificial environments.
The advantages of studying natural variation in

A. thaliana
Through the use of natural variation, additional functional variation can be discovered that both differs from and compliments information from laboratory-assayed, laboratorygenerated mutants. Three aspects of natural variation are pertinent: natural genetic variation in a focal gene itself, natural variation in the genetic background, and natural variation in the environment in which the gene is expressed.
Natural genetic variation is often more subtle than laboratory-generated knock-out mutations and can therefore elucidate mechanisms of pathway control and crosspathway linkages that may not be detectable with complete pathway knock-outs, especially in cases in which knockouts are lethal. Unlike laboratory-generated mutations, which are examined for their effects within a few generations of their occurrence, many tens to millions of generations have passed between the time most naturally occurring mutations arise and the time of their accession for study in functional genomics. Consequently, mutations underlying natural variation have experienced 'filtering' by natural selection G.
*. Gene variation that exists in high frequency in nature is therefore more likely to be adaptive than laboratory-generated mutations. Natural mutations may also be followed by subsequent mutations that ameliorate negative pleiotropic G.
* effects of earlier mutations (Lenski 1988; Smith & Macnair 1998) and these will be favoured by natural selection. Viewing mutations in situ , that is, in natural genomes that have evolutionarily accommodated those mutations, gives a richer view of integrated gene function and a more complete picture of the genetic architecture of plant function. This is especially true when we recombine the co-evolved background of a natural accession and a second genotype, as is done in recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations. RIL populations allow separate examination of the effects of multiple small regions of the genome that each influence a phenotypic trait G.
*.
Gene function investigations that employ multiple environments make it clear that new genes can be identified in new environmental conditions (e.g. Weinig et al . 2002) . In addition to providing expanded techniques for understanding gene function at the organismal level, natural variation can provide unique information on gene function at the higher biological levels of organization such as populations or species, the subjects of ecology and evolution. Ultimately, gene function makes best sense when it is understood in the context of the living plant, namely in light of the gene's impact on survival and reproduction in the face of the challenges posed by the ambient environment.
Natural variation: increasing the toolset for investigating gene function
The tools used to analyse natural variation in A. thaliana build upon the analysis of the induced single gene mutants (Fig. 1) . Analysis with induced single gene mutants employs two approaches, sometimes referred to as forward and reverse genetic analysis. In forward analysis, altered phenotypes are used to infer the functional role of the mutation, and in combination with a number of additional assays and approaches, deduce the precise location of the gene (see Koornneef, Alonso-Blanco & Vreugdenhil 2004; Øster-gaard & Yanofsky 2004 for reviews of methods). The final step in gene function identification is the sequencing and cloning of the gene. Once the gene sequence is known or suspected, mutant variants of the gene can be inserted into 'wild-type' genotypes or well-described laboratory lines. This reverse genetic approach allows the effects of the gene to be determined with certainty.
The same approaches can be used with natural variation (Fig. 1) . However, differences between wild accessions are nearly always under multigenic control and naturally varying environmental factors have large influences on phenotypic expression of gene effects, increasing the complexity of forward analyses. In general, gene mapping and gene cloning steps therefore require additional and often more complex analyses when working with natural variation. For the estimation of the (minimum) number of loci involved, their map positions and the size of their contribution to the genetic differences, QTL (quantitative trait locus) mapping procedures are applied (Sax 1923; Kao, Zeng & Teasdale 1999) . In QTL mapping, trait values are tested for association with each of a large set of marker genotypes in which the markers are evenly distributed throughout the genome. Immortal mapping populations such as recombinant inbred lines (RIL) are very efficient for QTL analysis, since each line is genotyped for the marker loci only once, and multiple genetically identical individuals from each line can be grown in a limitless series of experiments [Note: mutations will accumulate over multiple generations of line culture]. Detailed descriptions of the general genetic and molecular techniques of QTL analysis and QTL cloning and specific approaches for A. thaliana are available elsewhere (Alonso-Blanco & Koornneef 2000; Yano 2001; Koornneef et al . 2004) . Despite the increased complexity involved in the use of natural variation and QTL-based approaches, gene function and the evolution of genetic architecture will be understood much more fully as a result of their use (Purugganan & Gibson 2003) .
Attributes of a model system for gene function
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heyhn. is a small weedy herb in the mustard family (Brassicaceae or Cruciferae). The species occurs naturally nearly throughout the northern hemisphere at ruderal sites and at a variety of naturally open and/or disturbed sites. Although constrained largely to sites in which competition is minimal, it grows across an otherwise broad variety of site conditions. Arabidopsis thaliana has been found from sea level up to high in the Himalayas and from northern Scandinavia to Africa, including the Cape Verde Islands at 16 ∞ latitude, and the mountains of Tanzania and Kenya (Hoffmann 2002) , as well as in northern North America where it was probably introduced from Europe. Thus A. thaliana is considered a cosmopolitan generalist species.
Arabidopsis thaliana was adopted as a model plant for a number of reasons that are relevant for investigations of the evolutionary ecology of gene function (Meinke et al . 1998) . A large research community has generated an impressive body of knowledge on development and molecular biology of the species. The complete genome sequence is a major resource (AGI 2000) . Efficient functional analysis is facilitated by the ease of genetic transformation, the availability of full genome microarrays, and the large collection of gene knock-out lines (Meinke et al . 2003) . In addition extensive field-based collections are used to generate genetically diverse mapping populations that have been or are currently being characterized, and are available through a web-based distribution system (http://www.arabidopsis.org).
THE STUDY OF GENE EFFECT IN AN EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT: FUNCTIONAL PLANT EVOLUTION
Gene functions evolve, but natural selection acts on gene effects
Understanding the evolution of gene function requires understanding gene function, phene G.
* function, and the relationship between them. One might then think that enumeration and description of all of the genes of A. thaliana would finally enable an understanding of evolutionary change in natural populations. However, while the genes are the units of evolution, the phenotype is the unit of selection. The phenotype is the interface between the genetic programme and the environment, and the success of the phenotype determines the fate of the genes it contains. To the extent that there is a genetic basis to the phenotypic variation, the phenotypic distribution in the next generation will differ from the previous generation due to the functionally driven differences in survival and reproduction of genes that affect function, mediated through the function of the phenotypes in which the genes are found.
Gene effects are random variables, influenced by developmental noise and the environment
If genotypes mapped unequivocally onto phenotypes; that is, if a specific genotype always produced a specific phenotype, we could just skip consideration of the phenotype and make genotypes the sole focus in evolutionary studies. However, the phenotype is the outcome of the execution of the inherited, dynamic physiological/developmental programme that resides in the genome. The outcome is only partly predictable, because the programme's effects on survival and reproduction depend on chance and the environment as well as on the conditional expression of specific genes within the genome.
Chance plays a role in the effect of a gene in any instantiation of the genotype, even at the scale of transcript number per cell (Blake et al . 2003) . The huge literature on fluctuating asymmetry, developmental instability and environmentally induced phenotypic variation leaves no doubt that noise is inherent in the mapping of genotypes on phenotypes, leading to only approximate developmental and metabolic homeostasis. Because of noise, gene effects have to be estimated with statistical descriptors, even when the underlying genes are known, especially for complex traits. Thus confidence in the magnitude of gene effects requires replication and statistical descriptors of confidence.
In addition to developmental noise, there is often a strong environmental context-dependency to gene effects (discussed in more detail below). The genetic effects that we estimate are therefore often only accurate under the conditions in which we measure them, unless we also have a clear predictive description (i.e. a forcing function) of the mechanisms causing environmental dependency (Lynch & Walsh 1998) .
The variable nature of gene effects has been evident to quantitative geneticists for more than 80 years. Fisher, Wright and the other early statistical geneticists (see Provine 1971) showed how a statistical descriptor of heritability G.
*-[i.e. at the simplest level, the breeding value of a gene and its variance (Fisher 1930) ], allowed plant breeding and evolutionary studies to proceed despite noise in the mapping of genes on phenes, and despite profound ignorance of the 'black box' of molecular genetics and physiology. This approach has been fantastically successful in improving crop yields and food supplies through selective plant and animal breeding. The power of the approach derives from the fact that the statistical descriptions of selection and inheritance closely mimic the way the environment 'sees' the genes, noise and all. However, statistical genetic predictions of gene effects and evolutionary trajectories applied to the natural world or to long-term evolutionary dynamics have been inaccurate (see Roff 1997) . The most important inaccuracies result from the same issues discussed above: lack of constancy in genetic effects across genetic and environmental backgrounds, and the extent of pleiotropy and its constancy. In addition, quantitative genetics has suffered from ignorance of underlying genetic, developmental and metabolic mechanisms, and of how variation in genetic architecture G.
* is generated; that is, the effects of the natural mutational accumulation of variation on the distribution of genotypes available for the evolutionary process. Applying molecular biological tools to the description of the genetic architecture of complex traits and following the effects of genes through the plant's physiological processes and environmental interactions will open the black box, increasing understanding of real natural complexity in gene effects on the phenotype, and their evolution.
The identification of the genetic basis of key physiological and developmental traits is currently underway in a number of laboratories and creates a very exciting system for the study of evolutionary ecology. As knowledge of both the genetic architecture of complex traits and of gene effects matures, we will be able to address some fundamental and long-standing questions in evolutionary biology. These same questions will become increasingly important in addressing the full complexity of gene function.
Next, we describe existing information from studies of natural variation in A thaliana , and what it tells us about both gene function and evolutionary ecology. We first address current issues in evolutionary genetics that are also important understanding the evolution of genetic architecture and gene function, and progress toward addressing those issues using natural variation in A. thaliana. We then discuss key interactions of A. thaliana with its environment, reviewing what is known and suggesting fruitful future approaches. Finally, we discuss the limitations of natural variation in A. thaliana as a model system, and the potential for overcoming those limitations.
GENETIC ARCHITECTURE AND THE COMPLEXITIES OF GENE EFFECTS
Pleiotropy: simultaneous analysis of multiple traits
Pleiotropy, the influence of a single gene on the phenotypic value of more than one trait, is both importance to evolution and poorly understood. Pleiotropy creates genetic correlations between traits, and genetic correlations will alter or constrain the evolutionary response to selection (Lande & Arnold 1983; Houle 1994) . However, the extent, causes, and evolutionary malleability of pleiotropy are poorly understood.
Pleiotropic effects can be quite complex. For instance the genes FRIGIDA ( FRI ) (Johanson et al . 2000) and FLOWERING LOCUS C ( FLC ) (Sheldon et al . 2000) were isolated from natural accessions on the basis of their effect on flowering time. Analysis of genetic lines differing in FRI and FLC alleles suggests that these loci have major effects on both flowering time and water use efficiency (McKay, Richards & Mitchell-Olds 2003) . Comparative QTL mapping suggests that FRI and FLC affect nitrogen content (Loudet et al . 2003a ). FLC has also been shown to influence circadian leaf movements (Swarrup et al . 1999) . Another flowering time gene, CRY02 , has been shown to also affect fruit length, ovule number per fruit and percentage unfertilized ovules (El-Assal et al . 2004 ). These genes ' for flowering time' illustrate the difficulty of assigning a purpose to a gene based on phenotypic observations of single traits.
Unexpected pleiotropy is sometimes discovered as a result of a gene's effects on two different processes, resulting in one gene with two names. For instance abscissic acid (ABA)-related mutants of A. thaliana have appeared in many screens such as the wiggum and era mutants (Ziegelhoffer, Medrano & Meyerowitz 2000) the first being selected on the basis of the floral phenotype and the other on the basis of ABA responses. Unexpected pleiotropic effects can be due to previously unknown relationships between pathways. These pleiotropic links can suggest future research aimed at gene function, physiology and development.
The extent and nature of pleiotropy is gene-dependent, as illustrated by seed pigmentation genes TT1, TT2, TT1 2 and BAN. These genes are only expressed in one cell layer of the developing embryo (Debeaujon et al . 2003 ). By contrast, the biosynthesis genes TT3 and TT4 control pigmentation in all other tissues. Additional genes such as TTG1 and TTG2 influence not only pigmentation but also a variety of traits including trichome and root hair formation. Therefore, a given process can have genes specifically limited to that process, whereas other genes affect a multitude of additional processes. We can expect that genes will exhibit a diverse array of pleiotropic effects, from virtually none to fairly ubiquitous influences on the plant's metabolism, development and life history.
Under what circumstances might we expect a gene to exhibit pleiotropy? When genes regulate the important signal molecules such as plant hormones and photoreceptors, multiple pleiotropic effects are likely a priori . Pleiotropy can also result from shared substrate requirements for two pathways when the substrate is limiting. Limited shared substrate availability can result in genetically based changes in sink strength in one pathway altering flux through a colimited pathway. Thus a gene whose function is in one pathway has pleiotropic effects on a second pathway. Increasing the availability of the shared substrate sufficiently would eliminate this pleiotropic effect, illustrating the potentially complex interplay between environmental and genetic effects, and again emphasizing the sometimes-slippery nature of the function/effect relationship.
To make matters more complicated, it is clear that pleiotropic effects themselves evolve. Ancient genes have been 'recruited' for new functions (Schmid et al . 2003 ) through amplification of a pleiotropic effect. Evolution can also lead to damping of pleiotropic effects. Mutations that are advantageous in their effects on one attribute can have strongly negative pleiotropic effects through other attributes, as with the de novo evolution of phage resistance (Burch & Chao 1999 ). The local genome is then likely to evolve ameliorative effects at other loci (Burch & Chao 1999; Whitlock & Otto 1999; Moore, Rozen & Lenski 2000) .
No empirical systematic investigations of the distribution of pleiotropic effects for natural mutations exist for plants. The prediction of the extent and nature of pleiotropic effects for any particular gene remains poor, partly due to a lack of knowledge of the organization of gene networks in the organism (but see Hirai et al . 2004) . Extending studies of modularity (Murren, Pendleton & Pigliucci 2002 , Wagner 1996 with descriptions of mutational correlations in the organization of metabolism and development will greatly aid understanding of the generation of genetic variation through mutation and the constraints that pleiotropy imposes on adaptive evolution. Ultimately, categorization of a plant's traits into modules, or clusters of correlated traits, would greatly facilitate the study of the genetics of functional integration. This would be particularly valuable if indicator traits could be identified for each cluster. These should be traits for which there is low measurement effort, high repeatability and high correlation with other traits in the cluster. Natural accessions, NILs and mutants could then be screened for a fuller range of effects, allowing an exploration of the extent to which the correlations between traits observed in the P G.
* and G G.
* matrices result from patterns of correlated selection (hence environmental influences) versus patterns of mutational effects among traits (metabolic and developmental linkage).
Genetic context dependency in gene effects
Evolutionary genetic theory is largely based on additive G.
*, that is, non-interactive, effects of genes, because of the more simple pattern of inheritance of additive effects [and because even interacting genes often contribute primarily to additive genetic variance G.
* (see Whitlock et al . 1995) ]. Since gene combinations are shuffled during the recombinational events of sexual reproduction, the interaction effect is not inherited intact by the offspring, but only as function of the relative frequencies in the mating population of the alleles at interacting loci, making the evolution of interacting genes mathematically complex and thus far not fully explored theoretically. For at least 75 years, evolutionary geneticists have argued about the importance of gene interactions in the evolutionary process, with a paucity of theoretical or empirical information for resolution of the conflicts (Whitlock et al . 1995; Wade & Goodnight 1998; Coyne, Barton & Turelli 2000; Whitlock & Phillips 2000; Wolf, Brodie & Wade 2000) . Because interacting genes can participate in qualitatively different patterns of adaptive evolution compared to purely additive genes, this remains one of the most important areas of evolutionary genetic research.
Interactions between genes are of two types, interlocus (epistasis) and intralocus (dominance). Epistasis G.
* (itself of many types; see Phillips 1998) occurs when the effect of a certain allele of a gene at a locus 'A' depends on the alleles of another gene present at locus 'B'. Interaction between genes of the same locus is referred to as dominance. In A. thaliana dominance effects among natural alleles have only been addressed in a few flowering time analyses such as Koornneef et al . (1994) ; Lee et al . (1994) , Alonso-Blanco et al . (1998) . Consequently even less is known about dominance among QTL alleles than for epistasis. No published studies address epistasis or dominance in a general systematic way in A. thaliana . However, it is evident that epistasis is common as deduced from QTL mapping analyses. Most A. thaliana QTL studies that have tested for interactions between QTL have found epistasis, with amounts varying considerably among populations and analyses Kliebenstein et al . 2002; Kobayashi & Koyama 2002; Loudet et al . 2003b) .
Overall, gene interactive effects are generally underestimated for several reasons (Whitlock et al . 1995) . The number of individuals of each of the necessary two-locus genotypes required for detecting epistasis is often low in QTL studies using RIL populations. The presence of alleles of large effect at other loci can also interfere with the detection of the two-locus interactive effect. Finally, the multiple comparisons necessary to search for gene interactions requires that the significance threshold LOD value be increased, making detection of gene interactions even more difficult.
Comparison of gene-gene interactions among Arabidopsis RIL mapping populations will provide valuable insight into the nature of genetic variation. However, direct comparison of interactive effects between RIL populations are difficult, because differences in experimental environments, experimental design and analytical techniques cannot always be separated from differences in the actual genetic architecture. Natural populations may exhibit differentiated G.
* co-adapted G.
* genomes, in light of the high levels of selfing and low movement between populations observed in A. thaliana. It will be important to determine the extent to which the functional properties of an allelic variant either 'travel with' the allele as it is substituted into the diverse genetic backgrounds of other populations, or constitute a gene-genome interaction (see similar work by Wade 1984 in Tribolium) . This can be tested by introgressing alleles into multiple backgrounds to develop NILs that then can be used to estimate additive and epistatic effects of allele substitutions and estimating the backgrounddependent variance in allelic effects (breeding value).
Environmental context-dependency in gene effects
Genotype-environment interaction (abbreviated G ¥ E) is defined as a difference between genotypes in response to changes in environment (Lynch & Walsh 1998) . Genotypes can differ in trait sensitivities to environmental variation, and thus in their responses to the environmental variable (Schlichting & Pigliucci 1998) . The magnitude of G ¥ E indicates the ability of a species or population to evolve an adaptive response to environmental variation. Although clearly of major importance in the diversification and adaptation of plants, there is considerable controversy regarding the genetic basis of G ¥ E. QTL mapping in a number of experimental RIL populations detected G ¥ E interactions and identified the QTL involved (QTL-environment interaction). For instance, many QTL influencing root characteristics (Rauh, Basten & Buckler 2002) shoot growth (Loudet et al. 2003b ) and water and anion contents (Loudet et al. 2003a ) are limited or modified in their effects depending on the available source of nitrogen. Gene effects on flowering time are also specific to particular controlled light environments differing in photoperiod (Maloof et al. 2001) , or in other aspects of the environment (Weinig, Stinchcombe & Schmitt 2003) .
The significance of gene effects on most traits can only be understood in the environment in which the genome in question evolved. Hoffman (2002) describes the range of environmental conditions in which A. thaliana has been collected. The standard growth conditions in laboratory and greenhouse A. thaliana studies fall outside or at the very edge of this natural range. Since gene-environment interaction is commonplace, one should be cautious when interpreting the meaning of the effects discovered in the laboratory. This is especially true with more complex and integrative traits. Adjusting the growth conditions to more closely match those in which A. thaliana evolved will improve this situation. A number of studies using natural accessions grown in ecologically contrasting sites to examine gene-environment interactions and the environmental dependency of QTL effects are appearing in print (e.g. Weinig et al. 2002 Weinig et al. , 2003 . These studies yield much valuable insight but one cannot make adaptive interpretations regarding the evolution of the QTL unless the studies include the sites from which the accessions originated. In general, not enough is known about the sites of origin of current A. thaliana stock centres accessions to make this possible. New collections are in development with exact and accessible collection locations. The development of new genetic resources (RIL and NIL populations) from those well-documented accessions will definitely benefit our understanding of gene function in an ecological/evolutionary perspective.
The origin of variation: natural mutations and the distribution of their effects
A vast catalogue of mapped mutations is available for A. thaliana (Meinke et al. 2003) . However, we have very little knowledge of the prevalent types of spontaneous mutations in natural plant populations, their relative rates of occurrence, the distribution of their phenotypic effects, or their importance in generating diversity relative to gene duplication-related processes or epigenetic modification. As a result, we use the distribution of artificial mutation effects to predict the characteristics of natural mutation accumulation.
We do have estimates of spontaneous mutational rates per locus of A. thaliana, which range from 1 ¥ 10 -4 to 1 ¥ 10 -6
, similar to estimates from other organisms (Klekowski 1992; Shaw, Byers & Darmo 2000) . In addition, a mutation accumulation population of 120 lines has been developed starting from a single common Columbia (Col) ancestor (Columbia is a originally wild-collected genetic line that is widely used in Arabidopsis laboratories). This population now includes 30 generations (R. Shaw, personal comm. to S.J.T.). By the sixteenth generation the lines had significantly diverged. The rate of divergence per generation appears to be non-linear, suggesting interactions among accumulating mutations. Surprisingly, the distribution of mutational effects on seed production at generation 16 was centred approximately on zero, meaning that mutations of positive and negative effect were about equally likely (Shaw et al. 2000) . These results contrast with previous work on spontaneous mutations in A. thaliana (Schulz, Lynch & Willis 1999 ) that estimated an average negative mutational effect resulting in a 1% decline in fitness per generation. These contrasting results reflect the lack of a general understanding of the distribution of naturally accumulating mutational effects (Shaw, Geyer & Shaw 2002) . Questions of particular interest include: how much do the effects of a mutation depend on genetic and environmental background? What are the molecular bases of the prevalent kinds of spontaneous mutations in natural populations? How much does the distribution of effects depend on the kind of mutation? How much does it depend on the type of gene being mutated? How well are the effects of spontaneous natural mutations mimicked by laboratory-generated mutations of various kinds? What is the matrix of mutational effects (the M matrix * (the phenotypic variance-covariance matrix, the only matrix 'seen' by selection), and the vector of selection coefficients or more closely reflect the structure of the M matrix? These fundamental questions are now within reach by combining ecological, statistical, biochemical and molecular genetic approaches.
THE STUDY OF GENE EFFECT IN AN INTEGRATED CONTEXT: FUNCTIONAL PLANT ECOLOGY
Genetic effects on the properties of the individual are the lowest level of ecological functional gene effects, and it is at this most fundamental level that we have most knowledge. However, an ecological perspective on gene function extends the effects of the gene's functional properties up the ecological hierarchy, recognizing that any genetically based differences between populations are also gene effects, as are the characteristics of species within communities and ultimately the biological properties of ecosystems. This framework can provide mechanistic bases and genetic understanding of critically important ecological processes for the first time.
The preponderance of ecological work in A. thaliana is concentrated at the level of the individual and the interaction of the individual plant with individuals of other species that are trophically involved with A. thaliana. As functional ecological genomics matures, it may be possible to identify a suite of traits that together can account for most of the variation in fitness among populations. The areas discussed below represent the beginning of such a list, by identifying critical interactions between A. thaliana and its environment and accumulating information on the genetic basis of variations in those interactions. We also suggest some investigative approaches for the most readily addressed ecological interactions and issues in functional ecological genomics.
The individual is the interface between the genome and the environment
The individual plant is the basic unit of population biology. The individual's attributes result from a complex interplay between the effects of gene expression on metabolism and development, and feedback on the individual's ability to function in its environment. The individual's fitness (the number of offspring contributed to the next generation) depends on the success of metabolism and development in capturing and managing available energy and matter.
Understanding functional adaptation G.
* requires that we describe the relationship between functional variation and fitness. This must be done in a way that ensures: (1) all causes of fitness differences, anticipated and unanticipated, are integrated in the measured fitnesses of genetic variants; and (2) the description is made in the environmental background in which the organism evolved (Pigliucci 2003) . Assessing the integrated fitness consequences is necessitated by the frequent occurrence of trade-offs between negative and positive fitness effects among correlated traits. These trade-offs are often unanticipated, and a mutation's positive fitness effects on a focal trait can be offset or even swamped by strong opposing fitness effects on correlated traits. Measuring fitness in the natural un-manipulated environment ensures a realistic estimate of the measured trait and its fitness consequences.
However, the drawback to the measurement of gene effects in the natural environment is that we can only conjecture about the specific environmental effector that causes the fitness effect, since two environments will differ in a number of ways, only one or some of which are causing the differences in effects. Certainty about causes behind function and fitness variation requires that additional experiments are conducted in which researchers control and manipulate both the environment and the phenotypic/ genetic variation present. This approach is illustrated by the elegant experiments of Külheim, Ågren & Jansson (2002) , exploring the function of the photosynthetic feedback deexcitation pathways (qE-type non-photochemical quenching) in an ecological context. Külheim et al. (2002) compared two laboratory-generated mutants, npq1 and npq4, with the original 'wild-type' natural genotype (the Columbia strain). By growing the two mutants and Col in the field they demonstrated a clear fitness decrease associated with both mutations. By also comparing the genotypes in specific independent light manipulations, they demonstrated that protection against rapid onset of high light was the cause of the fitness advantage of the de-excitation pathway, rather than protection against high light per se. Similarly, the use of well-characterized laboratory mutants and 'wild-type' natural genotypes in the context of fitness differences is allowing the elucidation of adaptive gene function with regard to shade responses at ecological and evolutionary levels (Ballaré & Scopel 1997; Schmitt, Dudley & Pigliucci 1999; Munir et al. 2001) . In the next section we describe recent ecological genomic work using natural variation in A. thaliana, classified in two general ecological topics: life history variation, and plant responses to abiotic and biotic factors.
The mechanistic basis of life-history variation
Life history studies describe the individual trait variation that determines demographic variation at the population level, and its causes. Demography is an emergent characteristic of the population, influenced by each individual's life cycle events, such as key developmental shifts. Life history traits are defined as attributes of the individual plant that, when measured across a population, determine the elements of the life history transition matrix. Arabidopsis thaliana life history traits include the key timing traits such as timing of germination, timing of the onset of flowering and timing of senescence. Life history traits also include components of fecundity, such as flower number, seed number and seed size. The timing and conditions in which the plant allocates meristems and energy to key life history processes plays a critical role in determining rates of population growth or decline. Thus understanding the timing of life history events, their genetic control and fitness consequences, is a central challenge to ecology.
Seed dormancy and germination
Natural selection is thought to optimize germination timing in the face of environmentally imposed trade-offs. Increased growth and reproduction occurs when germination occurs early in benign early seasons while increased mortality can result when germination occurs early in stressful early seasons. Natural selection on the timing of germination varies in magnitude and sign across locations and years for other winter annuals (Kalisz 1986 ), and one might expect similar variation in selection among sites and years for A. thaliana. The timing of germination is under strong natural selection in A. thaliana, since manipulation of the germination timing showed that spring-germinating seeds died before reproducing, whereas autumn-germinating seeds performed best under the conditions of the experiment (Donohue 2002 ). Germination timing is complex and highly variable among naturally collected genotypes of A. thaliana and can be strongly affected by environmental factors such as low temperatures and light (Nordborg et al. 2002) . All this variation makes possible comparisons of germination-related life history differences within a species and suggests why some populations are spring annual, while most are winter annuals. In addition, the ecological genetics of dormancy genes is further complicated by maternal variation, which can play a strong but environment-dependent role in seed dormancy/germination timing (Munir et al. 2001) .
Seed dormancy properties can have a strong influence on fitness. If two genotypes have equal fecundity but one germinates immediately and one lays dormant for multiple seasons, the non-dormant genotype has the largest influence on population growth, since its generation time is shorter. However cross-season dormancy can decrease the risk of population extinction due to catastrophic conditions in some years. Thus we might expect an evolutionary optimization of dormancy in natural populations. Seed dormancy is influenced by at least seven QTLs such as those called delay of germination (DOG) genes ( Van der Schaar et al. 1997; Alonso-Blanco et al. 2003) . The production of NILs incorporating single and multiple dormancy alleles such as those described for the DOG genes (Alonso- in the background genomes of two or more natural populations differing in selection regimes could be used to provide powerful data on the fitness effects and adaptive significance of this complex and agriculturally important trait.
Flowering time variation
Flowering time variation is clearly under stabilizing selection in many species because of a complex set of trade-offs involving flowering time. In A. thaliana, the time of bolting is genetically correlated with the number of rosette leaves. Genes conferring early flowering can decrease the primary productivity of the individual plant, resulting in lower leaf number and earlier seed production, but lower lifetime seed number (Mitchell-Olds 1996) . However, when resource availability decreases (or stress increases) during the growing season, earlier flowering may be advantageous because only the early flowering plants are able to produce seed. The optimal timing will be determined by the rate of decrease of resource availability (or increase in stress) through time, the increase in early seed production and the decrease in total reproductive value G.
* associated with a given decrease in the time to onset of flowering. This optimum will clearly vary among environments that differ in the seasonality of resource availability and stress. Therefore, it is not surprising that natural populations of A. thaliana vary in the timing of the onset of flowering. The functional genomics of flowering time has been reviewed elsewhere (Simpson & Dean 2002; Mouradov, Cremer & Coupland 2002; Koornneef et al. 2004) , and natural variation has been a key element of flowering time research . Two of the genes accounting for natural variation, FRIGIDA (FRI) (Johanson et al. 2000) and Flowering Locus C (FLC) Sheldon et al. 2000) have been particularly well studied. Significant variation in flowering time among 38 naturally collected genotypes was associated with disruptions in the FRI gene's open reading frame (ORF) (Johanson et al. 2000) . Early flowering genotypes exhibited one or two deletions in the FRI ORF. The authors concluded that multiple loss-of-function mutations have provided the mechanistic basis for the evolution of early flowering populations. Le Corre, Roux & Reboud (2002) further examined sequence variation in FRI, comparing 25 natural collections from western Europe. They showed that the pattern of variation in synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions supports the hypothesis that there has been local evolution of flowering time, and that this evolution is concentrated in certain functional parts of the gene. Furthermore, two different alleles with reduced function of FLC have been identified, generated by the insertion of transposon-related sequences in the first intron (Michaels et al. 2003) . Thus, it is shown that the early flowering behaviour of many Arabidopsis accessions is derived from later flowering ancestor accessions by loss of function of FRI and/or FLC.
In addition to FRI and FLC, numerous QTL have been identified in mapping analyses of seven different crosses between natural accessions. Some of them involve a late flowering and an early flowering accession (Clarke et al. 1995; Kuittinen, Sillanpãã & Savolainen 1997) , and identified FRI and FLC as epistatic loci. In contrast, other crosses involve two early accessions and these also identified several QTL as well as gene-gene interactions (Kowalski et al. 1994; Jansen et al. 1995; Loudet et al. 2003 . Several populations have been analysed in multiple-controlled environments differing in light and temperature treatments (Stratton 1998) . In all cases, significant interaction between the QTL effects and the environments have been found, showing a striking environmental dependency of QTL effects on flowering time. Weinig et al. (2002) planted the Col ¥ Ler RILs in two field locations in 2 years and found large shifts in the contributions of QTL to flowering time variation among sites and seasons.
In each study cited above a small number of QTL of large effect occur, and there appears to be some overlap in the large-effect QTL across studies. Natural knockout mutations really do play a role in adaptive flowering time evolution, since much of the documented FRI variation is attributable to knockouts. These studies demonstrate that a large number of genes (at least 14) conditionally influence flowering time, depending on genetic and environmental background. The functional identities of the QTL of minor effect are virtually unknown. Natural accessions of A. thaliana vary in the genetic mechanisms adapting them to local selection regimes through modifications in flowering times (see Mouradov et al. 2002 for a discussion). Identification of the genes and description of the functions of their gene products will vastly expand our understanding of the mechanisms underlying variation in this important life history trait, its plastic responses, and its evolution.
The mechanistic bases of plant responses to abiotic factors
Stress can be defined in multiple conflicting ways (Hoffmann & Parsons 1991 , 1997 . Here we define a stress as an environmental factor that, at the levels experienced, reduces plant fitness compared to other levels of the same factor. Abiotic stress responses have been the main focus of plant stress research with A. thaliana, with light, temperature (Sung et al. 2003) , drought and salt (Zhu 2002) receiving the greatest attention. In addition studies of other abiotic factors such as atmospheric CO 2 and soil metal stress are currently underway. Although progress has been made in identifying genes associated with responses to each of these stresses, very little is known about natural variation in stress responses in A. thaliana. To illustrate the ongoing work on the mechanistic basis of the responses to abiotic factors, below we describe some of the responses that are being studied.
Light quality responses
Arabidopsis responds to the ratio of red (R) and far-red (FR) light (which is affected by the proportion of direct sunlight versus indirect light filtered by leaf canopies) through the phytochrome photoreceptors, whose signals affect the expression of hundreds of genes (Tepperman et al. 2001) . These phytochrome responses include architectural changes that influence plant height by increasing elongation and decreasing branching, and constitute the shade avoidance response (Smith 1995) . The adaptive nature of this plastic response to neighbor shading has been demonstrated (Ballaré & Scopel 1997; Ballaré 2001) . By testing more than 150 natural accessions of A. thaliana substantial variation for the R : FR responses as well as for the blue light responses among the accessions has been documented (Maloof et al. 2001; Botto & Smith 2002) . The shade avoidance response appears to be genetically independent of the control of flowering time associated with R : FR ratio (Botto & Smith 2002) . QTL mapping analyses Botto et al. 2003) have identified several loci associated with hypocotyl elongation and cotyledon unfolding responses to different light qualities, indicating that variation for shade avoidance and other light responses are under multigenic control. These studies indicate that natural variation for hypocotyl responses is determined in some cases by variation in the phytochrome A (PhyA) gene, while variation for cotyledon unfolding involves the blue light photoreceptor gene CRY2 (Botto et al. 2003) . Several QTL co-locate with other light signalling genes but several do not. Isolation and sequencing of the genes are needed to illuminate the functional basis of their involvement.
Responses to novel atmospheres
Because of human-induced changes in atmospheric chemistry, responses to changing atmosphere have been a major research focus for more than a quarter-century (Sharma et al. 1979) . Despite this, there has been very little work on the genetic basis of response variation, and the associated potential for adaptation to changing atmospheres. Several studies have been conducted in Arabidopsis showing the existence of genetic variation among natural populations for different responses to atmospheric CO 2 variation. Natural accessions sampled from the species' elevational range exhibit variation in dry weight gain in response to atmospheric CO 2 concentrations and respond to selection driven by atmospheric CO 2 content (Ward & Strain 1997 . Other Arabidopsis accessions from throughout the species' geographic range exhibit variation for other responses to a doubling of atmospheric CO2, such as N composition, flowering time, mass allocation and reproduction, and the correlations among the traits shift significantly between atmospheres, suggesting shifts in the genetic architecture of the underlying traits (Tonsor, in review). In another study, 48 natural accessions of Arabidopsis were shown to exhibit nearly as much variation in stomatal density responses to elevated CO 2 as did a broad comparison among species (Woodward, Lake & Quick 2002) . Overall these studies indicate that responses to CO 2 concentration are strongly dependent on the environment, in particular to drought stress (Woodward et al. 2002) and N concentration [mutant studies: , natural accessions: (Zhang & Lechowicz 1995) ] but still the mechanistic basis of this variation is poorly understood.
Heat responses
Heat stress responses are perhaps the best-studied stress responses. Heat shock proteins (HSPs), which are proteins transcriptionally induced upon exposure to moderate heat, function as molecular chaperones that protect the plant from high temperatures. Over-expression of HSP101 provides protection against high temperatures in A. thaliana (Queitsch et al. 2000) and appears to play a central role in acquired high-temperature tolerance . However, heat shock responses are genetically complex and involve a whole suite of expression responses affecting many traits in the organism. Arabidopsis natural accessions differ in their germination responses to heat (E. Vierling, personal comm.). Clerkx et al. (2004) found that three QTL explained 30% of germination variation following high-temperature exposure. Novel experiments using a RIL population and making use of pharmacological knockout of HSP90 resulted in large increases in variation among RIL lines in a broad variety of traits (Queitsch, Sangster & Lindquist 2002) , suggesting that the level of expression of heat shock chaperones may modulate the phenotypically expressed level of genetic variation available for natural selection, with major implications for the evolutionary genetic response to heat stress (Knight & Mitchell-Olds 2002) . Selection experiments in field-grown populations in which HSP-manipulated versus un-manipulated populations are compared for evolutionary responses would increase understanding of plant evolutionary responses to extreme environments. Heat shock response may elicit different responses in allocation and life history in different parts of the range of A. thaliana. The onset of high temperatures is likely to have significantly different consequences in the moist early summer of northern Europe versus the end of the wet season in parts of Spain, south-western Asia and northern Africa. Comparing whole-lifetime effects of heat shock for a variety of natural accessions could therefore provide a fascinating picture of regional adaptations to heat as a signal of seasonal change.
Generalized stress responses
In evolutionary ecology, there is longstanding interest in the possibility of generalized stress responses (Hoffman & Parsons 1991) and in the evolution of general stress tolerant versus stress intolerant plants (Hodgson et al. 1999; Stanton, Roy & Thiede 2000) . Many of the gene products expressed in response to high temperature such as the small HSPs (sHSPs) are also expressed in response to other stresses, or appear to be effective in providing tolerance to multiple stresses (Sun & Verbruggen 2002) . Small HSPs are a diverse group of proteins encoded by 19 open reading frames in A. thaliana. A number of sHSPs are expressed in response to water stress in sunflowers Coca et al. 1996) . A subset of sHSPs is induced by oxidative stress (Pla et al. 1998; Lee 2000; Sun et al. 2001) . Others are induced by cold stress, heavy metals and ozone (reviewed by Sun & Verbruggen 2002) . There is also accumulating evidence of common reliance on ABA and/or phospholipid signalling under multiple stresses (Zhu 2002; Narusaka et al. 2003) . Although the evolution of a generalized stress response appears possible based on genetic expression data, thus far the evidence for it in whole-plant ecological studies is equivocal (Stanton et al. 2000) . Analysis of multiple responses in Arabidopsis is identifying response regulators involved in several abiotic factors (Oono et al. 2003; Shinozaki, Yamaguchi-Shinozaki & Seki 2003) . The combination of these studies with the identification of the genes accounting for the natural variation in A. thaliana will provide the lacking mechanistic basis of stress responses.
The plant-biota interface: plant population biology and community ecology
Many organisms that coexist with A. thaliana influence biomass accumulation and retention and in turn influence the fitness of both A. thaliana and the species that influence it. The application of genomics in the context of the interactions of A. thaliana with its neighbours will provide an important and largely lacking mechanistic basis for understanding plant community ecology. This work is only beginning and three areas of current work are highlighted here. These constitute the three interactions most ecologists would identify as the major biotic factors limiting the distribution and abundance of plant populations: interactions with pathogens, with herbivores and with competitors.
Plant interactions with pathogens
Interactions with pathogens are largely controlled by genefor-gene interactions; a specific allele of a host resistance gene confers resistance to a specific virulence allele of the pathogen (Flor 1956 ). Much of the work on pathogen resistance in Arabidopsis has been done in relation the pathogen Pseudomonas syringae. Pseudomonas syringae is a pathogenic bacterium that infects natural populations of A. thaliana (Jakob et al. 2002) , and induces a gene-for-gene virulence/resistance system. The A. thaliana Rps2 gene was one of the first Arabidopsis resistance genes identified molecularly (Mindrinos et al. 1994 ) and, like R-genes in other plants (Jones & Jones 1997) , possesses a leucine-rich repeat region that is thought to directly interact with the virulence gene product of P. syringae or related factors. RPS2 shows high levels of polymorphism, with high rates of amino acid substitution per polymorphism and apparent diversifying selection (Caicedo, Schaal & Kunkel 1999) .
Rps2 sequence variation in 27 natural accessions of A. thaliana provides evidence of natural selection maintaining variation in Rps2 alleles and confirms the previously noted deep bifurcation in the gene's phylogeny: two major resistance/susceptibility clades appear to have been maintained by selection (Mauricio et al. 2003) . Most resistance alleles are of ancient origin in Arabidopsis and persist over tens of millions of years (Stahl et al. 1999) . Sequence analyses of natural variation of R genes show that they have rapid evolutionary rates consistent with a host-pathogen resistance/virulence arms race (Bergelson et al. 2001) . Widespread polymorphism in both plant host resistance genes and pathogen (a) virulence genes has been classically explained as a putative trade-off between resistance to one virulence allele and susceptibility to others. As the pathogen evolves new virulence alleles, selection is thought to favour the spread of newly effective alternatives to the previously prevalent resistance alleles, thus establishing an evolutionary arms race in which new virulence and resistance genes replace old ones (see Holub 2001 for review). Current theories of polymorphism maintained through balancing selection assume a trade-off between resistance benefits and costs of the resistance system. Strong costs have been associated with the Arabidopsis Rps2 resistance mechanism . Patterns of DNA sequence variation of R-genes in natural accessions of A. thaliana are consistent with a 'trench warfare' rather than 'red queen' version of the arms race, in which ancient alleles wax and wane in prevalence with shifts in pathogen virulence-allele frequencies.
Plant interactions with herbivores
Secondary chemistry plays a key role in protection against herbivores and pathogens (Kliebenstein 2004) . Responses to insect herbivory are complex, and plant defences treat distinct herbivores in very different ways. A suite of major insect herbivores of A. thaliana has been identified. Trichoplusia ni and Spodoptera littoralis (generalists) and Plutella xylostella (a specialist) have been used extensively in studies of response to herbivory. Several QTL mapping studies in experimental populations derived from A. thaliana natural accessions have partially identified the genetic basis of herbivore resistance. Variation at the TASTY locus influences T. ni feeding preferences (Jander et al. 2001) . The myrosinase-glucosinilate defense system (Bones & Rossiter 1996) , partly induced by methyl jasmonate, participates in natural variation in insect resistance (Kliebenstein et al. 2001a (Kliebenstein et al. , b, 2002 . Several loci have been mapped in two RIL populations. One locus is associated with resistance to both P. xylostella and T. ni, while some QTL are specific to one or the other herbivore (Kliebenstein et al. 2002) . Generalist resistance is associated with the myrosinase-glucosinilate characteristics of the RILs, while the resistance to the specialist herbivore P. xylostella is not. These results are in agreement with evolutionary theories suggesting that the specialist herbivores may overcome host plant chemical defences, while the generalist will be sensitive to them (Kliebenstein et al. 2002) . Arabidopsis thaliana resistance to mammal (rabbit) herbivory has been recently analysed under natural environments, and is under multigenic control. However, the genes involved are distinct from those associated with resistance to insect herbivory (Weinig et al. 2003) . Together, these studies show that the resistance to any particular herbivore is genetically complex and resistance to multiple herbivores appears to require multiple genetic systems.
Both pathogen resistance and herbivory resistance have intriguing trade-offs. For instance, ethylene signalling, involved in pathogen resistance, reduces resistance to the generalist S. littoralis, but does not affect resistance to the specialist P. xylostella (Stotz et al. 2000) . In addition, salicylic acid (SA) signalling induced by ethylene, increases susceptibility to P. xylostella and to T. ni (Cui et al. 2002) . There is cross talk between methyl jasmonate-induced insect resistance, necro-trophic bacterial pathogen and biotrophic bacterial pathogen resistance pathways . Field studies using natural variation and tracing the effects of the multiple genes involved will be an important step in understanding the complex evolutionary trajectories that will result from exposure to multiple herbivores and pathogens.
Plant interactions with competitors: resource uptake and use
Resource-based models of interspecific interaction address species coexistence and community composition on the basis of population-level relative resource draw-down, uptake and use efficiencies (Chase & Leibold 2003) . This approach has explanatory power for both species interactions and diversity/stability/productivity relationships , fuelling interest in the evolutionary genetics of community composition (Knight & Chase 2003) . In spite of a long-standing and burgeoning literature on population-and community-level studies on resourcebased competition, there has been little investigation of the link between variation in individual plant resource uptake/ use properties and the outcome of competitive interactions.
Natural variation in A. thaliana is an excellent system for exploring these links. The mechanisms behind communitylevel questions can be initially explored in intraspecific comparisons in which specific physiological systems can be manipulated against a common genetic background. Genetic variation among natural accessions has been demonstrated in nitrogen uptake through both passive and active mechanisms (Rauh et al. 2002) , nitrogen use efficiency (Loudet 2003b) , properties related to water use efficiency (Loudet et al. 2003a , McKay et al. 2003 and photosynthetic properties and partitioning into above-and below-ground functions (S. Tonsor, unpublished). Study of the link between variation in resource uptake and use and competitive interactions has just started. Natural accessions of A. thaliana perform best with genetically identical competitors at present CO 2 concentrations, but with genetically diverse competitors at twice present day CO 2 concentra-tions (Andalo, Goldringer & Godelle 2001) . Brautigam & Tonsor (2002) showed that nitrogen uptake influenced competitive performance with other genotypes of A. thaliana under conditions differing in the available nitrogen and light intensity, while nitrogen use efficiency was a significant correlate with competitive performance only when nitrogen was limiting. Knowledge of the genetic architecture, physiology and biochemistry of resource uptake and use can provide insight into the mechanisms defining resource-based competition, as well as illuminating the constraints involved in the evolution of competitive ability.
CURRENT LIMITATIONS, NEEDS AND CAVEATS OF ARABIDOPSIS AS AN ECOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY STUDY SYSTEM
Limitations and needs
Although the momentum behind ecological and evolutionary genetic research with Arabidopsis is building at a rapid rate, some challenges remain. However it tells only a little about the evolutionary properties of the trait. QTL software typically calculates a 'heritability' estimate from RIL measurements, but this is a different quantity from the conventional narrow-sense heritability of evolutionary genetics. The conventional narrow-sense heritability in natural populations estimates the proportion of the population's phenotypic variance that is additive genetic, and is predicated on the assumption that you have adequately sampled the distribution of additive genetic effects within the population. In contrast, the heritability from an experimental segregating population typically estimates the genetic proportion of the total phenotypic variance from a cross between only two genotypes from different populations. The traditional heritability is based on random mating among many potentially diverse genotypes in a single population. Being nearly completely selfing, A. thaliana is anything but randomly mating, and as a result has low genetic variation within populations with most of the genetic diversity distributed among populations. Consequently, analyses of many experimental segregating populations will be necessary to assess genetic variation in A. thaliana. Second, an appropriate mathematical description of the evolutionary response to selection in Arabidopsis will differ from the conventional randombreeding model. Before we can describe expected responses to selection, it will be necessary to develop a metric that plays the same role in the highly selfing and widely dispersed A. thaliana that the narrow-sense heritability plays for populations with random breeding in ideal closed populations. 4 The previous point regarding the assessment of natural genetic variation in A. thaliana raises the question of what represents an evolutionary unit in A. thaliana in the wild. More information about the spatial scale of recombination and genetic structure in the wild is required. The application of spatial structure models [e.g. 'two-gener' analysis (Smouse, Dyer, Westfall & Sork 2001) ], allows the assessment of genetic structure through both seed and pollen-mediated gene flow, and spatial autocorrelation analysis for the assessment of the decay in genotypic correlation with distance. This approach would greatly assist in developing a realistic model for the inheritance of genetic variation and the prediction of response to selection in A. thaliana. Work in other species (Podolsky & Holtsford 1995; Kittelson & Maron 2001) indicates that the molecular genetic data based on neutral variation within and among populations are poor gauges of the degree of differentiation between populations in quantitative traits. Thus, information on geographic patterns of variation in both kinds of traits for A. thaliana would be valuable. 5 Finally, ecological and evolutionary genetic studies require very large sample sizes. Fortunately, with A. thaliana the ability to measure large numbers of plants for ecologically important traits in a short period of time reduces one of the crucial constraints in evolution and ecology studies. The development of high-throughput systems for outdoor and controlled-environment field genotyping and phenotyping, including physiological, developmental and metabolic whole-plant parameters, will greatly speed the use of A. thaliana as a model system in ecology and evolution.
Caveats
Regardless of the potential of A. thaliana for ecological and evolutionary studies, certain limitations remain.
1 Despite the broad geographic and ecological distribution of this generalist species, it grows in a limited range of ecological environments. Physiological and allocational variation within the species may not exist. Rather the variation could be due to variation in timing of life history events relative to the timing of local stresses. 2 Arabidopsis is virtually completely selfing, so it is a poor fit to population-evolutionary genetic models. This limits its appeal as a model, even if an appropriate analogue to the narrow-sense heritability of an ideal randombreeding closed population can be developed. Research on closely related outcrossers such as A. lyrata may largely obviate this limitation. 3 The species has an apparent star phylogeny, which suggests recent evolution. While recent evolution is not in itself problematic, a more complex intraspecific phylogeny would allow comparative studies within a phylogenetic context to be undertaken. Since this is becoming a tool of major importance in evolutionary ecology, a star phylogeny might be considered problematic in that phylogeographic and phylogenetic approaches may not yield as much information as they would in a phylogeny with branches rooted at various ages thus providing a variety of times since divergence and degrees of relationship (current investigations may modify this view of the phylogeny). Clearly A. thaliana cannot be used as a model to answer all questions in ecology and evolutionary biology. However, using the tools and knowledge developed in A. thaliana in studies of its congeners and closely related genera (Mitchell-Olds 2001) can provide a phylogenetic context to efficiently answer those questions in a diverse range of ecological and evolutionary situations. Current research with A. thaliana is producing a vast knowledge of gene function, gene effect as well as a suite of tools that will allow technology and knowledge transfer to a broad array of plants functioning in diverse ecosystems and roles.
Concluding remarks
Prodigious knowledge at the intra-organismal level is being accumulated in the wild species A. thaliana on its genome, physiology and development [more than 2000 publications per year (Somerville & Koornneef 2002] . In contrast, our mechanistic understanding of ecology and evolution is quite incomplete. Without expansion of this mechanistic understanding, we face frustrating limitations in the construction of an explanatory and theoretical framework for the causes of functional diversity, the evolutionary optimization of plant function, and its organization into communities and ecosystems. This intra-organismal information provides an ideal background to address ecological and evolutionary questions using A. thaliana as a model organism. Functional genomics, especially when used in the context of natural variation, can be a very powerful tool for addressing ecological and evolutionary questions, which in turn will have strong paybacks for understanding function and effects for all genes. Progress in understanding the mechanisms underlying evolutionary and ecological processes requires that ecologists, evolutionary and molecular biologists enter into investigations lying outside their traditional areas of study. This will be accomplished by developing collaborative relationships among the various research areas, the combination of efforts reaping a reciprocal benefit. For instance the techniques and equipment currently available to work at the intra-organismal level (genes, metabolism, development and physiology) will be efficiently brought into an ecological and evolutionary perspective. In addition, as plant function is explored at increasingly integrated levels (at the whole-plant and plant-environment interface), function necessarily becomes less deterministic and more like a random variable. Understanding plant function will require the implementation of statistical approaches used in ecology and evolution. We expect that in the next decade we will witness an explosion of ecological and evolutionary studies using A. thaliana, which will illuminate classical ecoevo questions and raise new ones. It will also provide major input into the understanding of gene function in the integrated organism.
